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DC has three housing markets

Source: Trulia.com

Wealthy segregated 
neighborhoods

(West of Rock Creek)

Gentrifying Areas

(U St, H St, Petworth, etc)

Distressed 
under-invested 
neighborhoods

(East of the River)



Is Ward 3 “too” expensive if plenty of people 
live here?
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What do people do when housing gets too 
expensive?
•Consume less housing (i.e. get a studio instead of a 2-bedroom)

• Share housing

•Consume lower quality housing

•Go live somewhere further away

•Give up on housing (live in a car or on the street)



Three takeaways

•Consume less housing (i.e. get a 
studio instead of a 2-bedroom)

• Share housing

•Consume lower quality housing

•Go live somewhere further away

•Give up on housing (live in a car 
or on the street)

1. Ideally, no one should be using 
the last strategy

2. That means making the other 
strategies as viable as possible

3. Ward 3 has a role to play in all 
of these strategies



So how is Ward 3 doing on these?

•Consume less housing (i.e. get a studio instead of a 2-bedroom)

• Share housing

•Consume lower quality housing

•Go live somewhere further away

•Give up on housing (live in a car or on the street)



Consume less housing

https://edscape.dc.gov/page/neighborhood-factors-types-housing-ward 
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Share

https://www.brookings.edu/essay/trend-2-americas-demographics-are-transforming-but-our-housing-supply-is-not/ 
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Consume lower-quality housing

https://www.dcpolicycenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/DC-Policy-Center-Policy-Brief-Reclaim-Rent-Control-Nov
ember-9.docx.pdf 
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Go away

Source: Trulia.com

Wealthy 
segregated 

neighborhoods

(West of Rock 
Creek)

Gentrifying Areas

(U St, H St, 
Petworth, etc)



https://www.dcpolicycenter.org/publications/taking-stock/ 
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Three takeaways

1. Segregated housing produces other segregated outcomes – a 
segregated society

2. Housing costs are rising everywhere in our region, and the 
pandemic has accelerated that for homeowners – like gasoline on a 
fire

3. Housing affordability means different things to different people – 
and all of these perspectives, literally, merit accommodation



Three MORE takeaways

1. When an area is growing, it helps to build more housing of all kinds

2. We have finite sources to help people who can’t afford housing; it’s 
helpful to have the market house as many people as possible

3. There are lots of policy tools to help those for whom housing is 
least attainable – but none of them are easy


